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ABSTRACT

As the global campaign against terrorism continues, the contributions of unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) have reached unprecedented levels. Some claim that these assets are essential to the armed forces’ ability to conduct modern warfare. Due to these systems’ capabilities, combatant commanders are requesting ever-greater numbers of unmanned vehicles. However, the employment of more UAS in the theater of operations comes at a price: there are tremendous challenges associated with unmanned aircraft (UA) sharing airspace with manned assets. There have been at least two recent collisions between unmanned and rotary-wing aircraft at lower altitudes in Iraq, as well as numerous near misses with fixed-wing aircraft at higher altitudes. Existing airspace management problems will be further compounded by introduction of additional assets into congested airspace. The effective integration of unmanned aircraft into the battlespace will only occur with concurrent changes in doctrine, organization, training, and materiel. The synergy created by a blended force of manned and unmanned assets will be of great benefit to the Joint Force Commander (JFC).
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INTRODUCTION

As the global campaign against terrorism continues, the contributions of unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) have reached unprecedented levels. All three military departments currently employ UAS, with some twenty types of unmanned aircraft (UA) having flown over 100,000 hours in support of ongoing operations in Iraq and Afghanistan. Unmanned systems have proven their worth in a vast array of mission areas, including interdiction, force protection, signal collection, reconnaissance, surveillance, and target acquisition (RSTA). According to some reports, these assets are essential to the armed forces’ ability to conduct modern warfare. Due to these systems’ versatility and persistence, combatant commanders are requesting ever-greater numbers of unmanned vehicles. However, the deployment of more UAS into the theater of operations comes at a price: there are tremendous challenges associated with UA sharing airspace with manned assets. In Iraq, there have been at least two recent collisions between unmanned and rotary-wing aircraft at lower altitudes, as well as numerous near misses with fixed-wing aircraft at higher altitudes. If UAS are to continue to transform the conduct of military operations in the future and play an important role in the Global War on Terrorism (GWOT), it is imperative that they are able to operate in concert with manned assets in the battlespace. Existing airspace management problems will be further compounded by the projected introduction of additional unmanned systems into already congested airspace. This is a complex problem that can only be addressed with a multifaceted solution. The effective integration of unmanned aircraft into the battlespace requires concurrent changes in doctrine, organization, training, and materiel.

This topic is of great concern to the Joint Force Air Component Commander (JFACC), who “synchronizes and integrates” the actions of assigned, attached, and
supporting forces in the airspace to maximize operational effectiveness. Current joint doctrine prescribes that the JFACC also functions as the Airspace Control Authority (ACA). The ACA is responsible for “planning, coordinating and developing airspace control procedures and operating an airspace control system.” More specifically, as the airspace manager for the Joint Force Commander (JFC), the ACA governs the use of all airspace by both manned and unmanned aircraft. The value of airpower rests predominantly in its flexibility and its ability to respond quickly across the breadth of the battlespace. The ACA must ensure that all airspace users possess sufficient freedom of action to be responsive to the needs of the JFC.

This work seeks to answer the question, “What steps need to be taken to better integrate manned and unmanned aircraft in the battlespace?” Before answering this query, it is important to mention the limits that were placed on the research conducted for this paper. First, ballistic vehicles, cruise missiles, and artillery projectiles were not considered because they are not classified as UA. Second, this research solely examines the joint integration of manned and unmanned aircraft, and not the separate but related issue of multinational integration. With forty-one nations operating approximately eighty different types of UA, interoperability between U.S. systems and those of coalition partners certainly will be a key to successful military operations in the future.

**BACKGROUND AND ANALYSIS**

*Integration* is more than just the deconfliction of assets; it is “the arrangement of military forces and their actions to create a force that operates by engaging as a whole.” The ACA facilitates this integration through his management of the airspace. Successful management can help increase combat effectiveness by ensuring the safe and efficient use of
airspace. Airspace control procedures can enhance the effectiveness of the assets being controlled by preventing mutual interference, safely accommodating airspace users, and promoting freedom of action.\textsuperscript{13}

Interoperability is a critical enabler for integration. The current \textit{Department of Defense Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms} defines interoperability as “the ability of systems, units, or forces to provide services to and accept services from other systems, units, or forces and to use the services so exchanged to enable them to operate effectively together.”\textsuperscript{14} Regrettably, UA operations have traditionally been beset by their lack of interoperability. For instance, some customers are not able to access and process the sensor products provided by current unmanned systems.\textsuperscript{15} While this issue stems largely from the fact that different services have long pursued separate UAS programs, there are also interoperability issues within the services. As an example, the Army’s RQ-7 Shadow and MQ-5 Hunter UAS are not capable of communicating with each other and cannot be controlled by a single operator.\textsuperscript{16} This area of concern is unlikely to be resolved any time soon. Recently, Deputy Defense Secretary Gordon England terminated the Joint Unmanned Combat Air Systems (J-UCAS) program, a program aimed at developing a similar UAS for both the Navy and the Air Force.\textsuperscript{17} This decision forces the two services to again pursue independent unmanned aircraft programs, further complicating the notion of fielding fully interoperable systems in the future. Due to interoperability problems such as these, UAS are often seen as “additional assets” instead of an integral part of the force structure.\textsuperscript{18}

\textbf{Limitations of Unmanned Aircraft}

Despite the contributions they have made to the nature of modern warfare, unmanned systems are not a panacea. When compared with their manned counterparts, UA are quite
limited in terms of payload capacity, maximum airspeed, adverse weather capability, reliability, and combat survivability. This list is by no means all-inclusive, but it is representative of some of the issues plaguing the current generation of unmanned systems. These shortcomings diminish the operational utility of UAS and reinforce the argument that manned aircraft will not be entirely replaced in the foreseeable future. While it is beyond the scope of this paper to expound fully upon these limitations, the one which probably has the greatest impact on airspace integration is reliability.

Reliability may indeed be the largest impediment to airspace integration. This issue is at the core of the problem of unmanned vehicles achieving routine airspace access and operating in conjunction with manned aircraft. Historically, UA have suffered mishaps at a much greater rate than that incurred by manned military aircraft. While significant progress has been made during the last few years, overall UAS reliability still lags appreciably behind that of manned aircraft. As a result, some pilots may have an aversion to flying around remotely-piloted vehicles, which exacerbates the problem of integration from a cultural standpoint.

There is one other limitation to UAS operations that warrants mention. While pilots “see and avoid” to effect deconfliction, unmanned vehicles do not currently perform a similar “sense and avoid” function. This incapacity is particularly important when one considers the dangers associated with potential communications latencies or failures, when an operator may be temporarily unable to control a vehicle. On more than one occasion, a Predator UA has crashed after the operator’s data link was broken.


**Airspace Control**

Air operations in the Joint Operations Area (JOA) adhere to several governing documents, including the Airspace Control Plan (ACP), the Airspace Control Order (ACO), Special Instructions (SPINS), and the Air Tasking Order (ATO). The ACO is the means used to deconflict, coordinate, and integrate the use of JOA airspace. It provides the details of approved airspace coordinating measures (ACMs), which are “employed to facilitate the efficient use of airspace to accomplish missions and simultaneously provide safeguards for friendly forces.”

The ACA generally resolves airspace conflicts by providing time or altitude separation, relocating an airspace user, or simply by accepting the risk involved with allowing assets to operate in the same area at the same time. Changes to the ACO are published any time a new area is established or an existing one is deleted. Compiling the ACO can be a very complicated and dynamic process. During the major combat operations phase of Operation Iraqi Freedom (OIF), approximately 1,800 ACMs were required to build the ACO, and it was changed an average of twelve times per day. Due to the ACO’s evolving nature, persistent communications are necessary to disseminate last minute changes to airspace users.

There are two primary methods of airspace control, procedural control and positive control. The ACA applies an appropriate combination of procedural and positive control to manage assets in the airspace. Procedural control relies on *previously promulgated* orders and ACMs, such as specific routes, coordinating altitudes, and operating zones for airspace users. The Army prefers the use of procedural control measures for its air operations. Procedural control is consistent with the Army’s guiding philosophy of “centralized planning, *decentralized control*, and decentralized execution.”
In contrast to procedural control, positive control electronically identifies, tracks, and directs assets in *real time* using radar, transponders, data links, and other sensors. Continuous communications with airspace users are required to exercise positive control.

The Air Force predominantly employs this type of control, which is in keeping with its tenet of “centralized planning, *centralized control*, and decentralized execution.” Positive control may be more appropriate than procedural control in a dynamic combat environment because of its real-time nature. Yet, positive control requires a more robust command and control (C2) infrastructure than procedural control due to its intensive communications requirements.

Some unmanned vehicles lack the requisite systems to be positively controlled. For example, not all UAS have transponders or the ability to directly communicate with other airspace users. Such deficiencies make it difficult for these UA to operate in close proximity to manned aircraft. Consequently, current airspace control doctrine prescribes that UA are typically *segregated* from manned assets. This segregation can be accomplished in a number of ways. The standard means of providing separation is to assign unmanned vehicles to operate within restricted operations zones (ROZs). A ROZ is a block of airspace with defined lateral boundaries and altitudes that is promulgated in the ACO. When possible, manned systems remain clear of UA ROZs. An aircraft needing to penetrate a ROZ to accomplish its mission flies under see-and-avoid principles and accepts the risk involved. As most UA are relatively slow and small, they may be difficult to see or to track by an aircraft operating within the ROZ. An additional drawback to using ROZs is that they essentially “block off” airspace, which may be a precious commodity in a crowded JOA.

Another way to reduce potential conflicts between unmanned and manned systems is with a UAS blanket altitude. A UAS blanket altitude is a particular altitude reserved
exclusively for UA, or a designated altitude where manned aircraft will not operate. While ACMs such as UA ROZs and blanket altitudes help provide the safest possible battlespace, they also limit freedom of movement for other airspace users, which may delay response time or reduce mission effectiveness. Routine reliance on the segregation provided by ACMs such as these acknowledges the difficulty in integrating UAS into the existing airspace structure.

**Unmanned Aircraft and the ATO**

There are times when manned and unmanned aircraft must share the same airspace. A scenario that is becoming increasingly common is a fixed-wing platform delivering ordnance on a target being illuminated by a UA. As is illustrated by the collisions and near misses that have already occurred, there is a certain level of risk associated with using the existing means of deconfliction. Air Force doctrine asserts, “If UAV operations are not deconflicted properly, unsafe flying conditions may result, which may result in some airspace users being unable to accomplish their mission.” When called upon to support troops on the ground, it is conceivable that a manned aircraft could be unduly delayed until the airspace is cleared of conflicting UA so as to allow the manned aircraft “to maneuver in a relatively uncluttered and less restrictive environment.”

The procedural control method that has traditionally been used to deconflict fixed-wing and rotary-wing aircraft is known as a *coordinating altitude* (CA). Fixed-wing aircraft fly above the CA and are controlled by the ACA; helicopters operate below it and are managed by the Army. The CA is normally specified in the ACP, and has been set at 3,000 feet for recent combat operations. While this ACM has worked satisfactorily in the past, the proliferation of UAS poses a significant challenge to this scheme of airspace
management. There are more than 1,000 UA operating in Iraq and Afghanistan today, and the majority of these fly below the CA and share airspace with rotary-wing aircraft.\textsuperscript{31}

Since the JFACC may not own all of the assets operating in the airspace, coordination is vital for effective integration. The ATO is one method to effect this coordination. Joint doctrine states that “all air missions, including both fixed- and rotary-wing of all components, should appear on the appropriate ATO or flight plan…”\textsuperscript{32} Joint C2 doctrine follows suit, noting that even a component commander’s “organic assets should appear on the ATO to enable coordination and minimize the risk of fratricide.”\textsuperscript{33} Even so, in current operations, aircraft operating below the CA and inside the fire support coordination line (FSCL), both manned and unmanned, are not included on the ATO.\textsuperscript{34} Smaller unmanned vehicles such as the Army’s Raven are unlikely to appear on the ATO as well.\textsuperscript{35} Yet, even small UA are capable of operating at altitudes that can make them a hazard to helicopters or low-flying fixed-wing assets.\textsuperscript{36} Airspace coordination and deconfliction are needlessly complicated when some UA are absent from the ATO.

**UAS Oversight**

Under the auspices of the Department of Defense (DOD), a number of agencies have been formed to help with UAS oversight and to encourage interoperability. The UAS Planning Task Force (formerly called the Joint UAV Planning Task Force) was established by the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) in 2001. The UAS Planning Task Force aspires to “promote common vision and establish interoperability standards” for UAS, but it has been criticized for its lack of directive authority.\textsuperscript{37} The U.S. Joint Forces Command (USJFCOM), in conjunction with the U.S. Strategic Command (USSTRATCOM), has been tasked with developing unmanned and manned aircraft tactics, techniques, and procedures
(TTPs). In particular, USJFCOM is working to develop doctrine to better integrate UAS into the current force structure. If successful, this endeavor will go a long way in helping to overcome some of the integration problems described here. Another activity, the Joint Unmanned Aircraft Systems Material Review Board (formerly the Joint Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Overarching Integrated Process Team), is helping services manage the development of new and the modification of existing UAS to improve interoperability. Recently, the Joint UAV Center of Excellence (COE) was established at Creech Air Force Base in Nevada. This Joint COE is “an operationally focused organization concentrating on UAV systems technology, joint concepts, training, tactics, and procedural solutions to the warfighters’ needs.” Finally, service-centric bodies are also overseeing various aspects of UAS integration, such as the Army’s own UAV COE, the Air Force’s UAV Battlelab, and the Navy’s Joint UAV Tactical Development and Evaluation Office. To be sure, this mix of organizations with seemingly overlapping functions and purviews is a bit confusing. All these agencies appear to be pursuing similar goals with respect to UAS integration, joint interoperability, and associated doctrine development. Nevertheless, the degree to which their efforts are being coordinated is not readily apparent.

**RECOMMENDATIONS**

It is clear that steps must be taken to effectively integrate UA with manned assets in the battlespace. UAS cannot solely be isolated from manned assets. This is restrictive, and is not true integration. Instead, unmanned vehicles must be able to function with other aircraft synergistically. The goal is to “enable combat operations without undue restrictions, balancing combat effectiveness with the safe, orderly, and expeditious use of airspace.”
The following recommendations seek to meet this end, and are divided into four categories: doctrine, organization, training, and materiel.

**Doctrine**

The first area which requires attention is doctrine development. There is remarkably little formal doctrine that explicitly pertains to UAS. Airspace management doctrine must be revised with unmanned systems in mind, beginning with Joint Publication 3-52, *Joint Doctrine for Airspace Control in the Combat Zone*. The current text offers very cursory guidance, leaving detailed development of UAS-specific ACMs to the ACA. Just one paragraph is devoted to unmanned vehicles, relying on the precept that “the established principles of airspace management used in manned flight operations will normally apply to UAV operations.” As previously illustrated, not only are there pronounced differences between manned and unmanned aircraft, but even these established principles are at times contradictory. Unquestionably, this publication needs to address unmanned operations in greater detail.

It is critical that all UAS are fully integrated into the ATO and adhere to the ACO. This step is not only necessary for deconfliction, but also to prevent fratricide. One may argue that placing all UA on the ATO is constraining to subordinate commanders. Joint Publication 3-30 confirms that this is not the case: “The inclusion of component air assets in the ATO does not imply any command or tasking authority over them, nor does it restrict component commanders’ flexibility to respond to battlespace dynamics.”

To best preserve freedom of movement for manned aircraft, the ACA should strive to limit the number of UA ROZs in the ACO. Moreover, the number of UAS populating the battlespace must be kept to a reasonable level to prevent overcrowding. That is, the total
number of platforms occupying the airspace must be commensurate with the size of the airspace. More unmanned systems in the battlespace does not necessarily equate to increased mission effectiveness if freedom of action is being restricted and safety is being compromised. As UA are added, perhaps manned platforms need to be removed. Joint experimentation can help determine what the proper density of assets should be. Tests should also be conducted to verify that 3,000 feet is indeed the best place for the CA. Raising the CA would undoubtedly reduce UA congestion at altitudes where deconfliction challenges are the greatest. On the other hand, raising the CA might also adversely affect the operations of fixed-wing aircraft by limiting their access to lower altitudes.

Joint doctrine can reduce confusion by describing common, accepted procedures. The only UAS-specific doctrine, 1993’s Joint Publication 3-55.1, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures, was recently rescinded because service planners decided that “UAV doctrine should be disseminated in mission-oriented publications, rather than those focused on UAVs.” Unfortunately, UAS doctrine is not sufficiently covered anywhere else. Thus, this action leaves a gap for those airspace users not accustomed to working with UA. The question remains whether specific UAS considerations will actually be included in future revisions of mission-specific joint publications, or whether UAS will merely continue to be categorized as manned aircraft with no regard for their unique characteristics.

**Organization**

Changes in technology often necessitate changes in organizational structures. While UAS may be more evolutionary than revolutionary, their recent proliferation has uncovered a seam in existing C2 constructs. Effectual C2 helps ensure unity of effort for the benefit of
the joint force as a whole. If the tenet of centralized control were universally accepted, there would be a single commander directing air operations throughout the JOA. This would better ensure functional integration and assuage airspace management challenges. Continued progress must be made in the field of joint airspace control, encompassing all manned and unmanned assets. Tactical level C2 simply complicates integration.

DOD has established no fewer than five different organizations to promote UAS interoperability. In this case, the number of different agencies simply makes it more difficult to coordinate efforts and ensure that a common course is being pursued. The functions of these organizations must be clarified and their efforts better synchronized to discourage redundant efforts and to foster interoperability across the services. For example, the relationship between USJFCOM and the newly-established Joint UAV COE is unclear with respect to doctrine development. USJFCOM has statutory responsibility for developing future concepts for joint warfighting. Due to this mandate, it seems logical that USJFCOM should also assume the leading role in developing all UAS TTPs and doctrine.

In its 2004 report on unmanned aircraft, the Defense Science Board proposed the creation of a [Joint] Deployable UAV Operations Cell to aid the JFACC with planning considerations. While only a few words are devoted to this concept in the report, the idea has merit. Composed of representatives from activities that operate unmanned platforms, this cell could help to better integrate and synchronize UA activities in the theater of operations. The officer in charge of the cell would supervise its activities, as well as serve as a central point of contact for all unmanned operations in the battlespace. This cell could also help units owning UA that are unaccustomed to the ATO process become familiar with its function.
Training

Two specific changes with regard to training both aircrew and UAS operators would also support integration. First, UAS must be integrated into joint exercises and joint training to the maximum extent possible. Today, these assets are infrequent participants in realistic joint exercises such as Red Flag and Joint Task Force Exercise (JTFEX) due to high operational tempo (OPTEMPO) and a subsequent lack of available vehicles and funding.\(^48\) As a result, aircrew may be largely ignorant of the true capabilities and limitations of UAS. Realistic training with unmanned platforms would better familiarize aircrew with UA capabilities, as well as help establish linkages between units to promote teamwork. Such training may also alleviate some of the adverse feelings aircrew might have about sharing the battlespace with unmanned vehicles.

Second, there are currently no universal standards of training for UAS operators. Each service creates its own training programs to prepare its unmanned fleet operators. With the exception of the Army’s Hunter and Shadow UAS programs, “each UAS has a dedicated training program, underscoring the lack of interoperability among these systems in the field.”\(^49\) Depending on the service and the type of unmanned vehicle, the operator may not even be a rated pilot. Since the majority of unmanned vehicles operate at altitudes where they may come into contact with manned platforms, all UA operators should meet Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) qualification standards. These operators must be capable of responding to air controllers’ commands, regardless of whether the vehicle is operating in the national airspace system or in the combat zone.
**Materiel**

DOD has acknowledged that by trying to meet increasing demands for UAS, assets have been deployed as quickly as possible, without regard to needed performance baselines. A common belief has been that the best path to integration is to treat UA like manned platforms, and the *Joint Publications* support this point of view by treating UA identically to manned aircraft with respect to airspace control procedures. However, in order to be regarded like their manned counterparts, UA must be able to operate under the same air traffic control standards as manned aircraft. Whether or not an aircraft is manned should be transparent to both controllers and other airspace users. Unfortunately, many UAS do not have the requisite capabilities to integrate safely and efficiently into the battlespace today. They are not “plug and play” assets. Although materiel solutions are often costly, several issues must be addressed to permit effective integration.

First, the different services’ efforts should be coordinated and non-duplicative in order to boost interoperability and standardization. In keeping with traditional acquisition practices, each service has developed UAS to meet service-specific requirements with little regard for integrating capabilities on the joint level. This has led to redundant efforts by the different military departments. While the J-UCAS was a major step forward, its recent cancellation is two steps back. If given the opportunity, services will continue to develop systems to their own standards and with little regard for others’ standards. This “reluctance of one military system to use the UAV system of another” compounds interoperability problems. An acquisition strategy emphasizing inter-service collaboration is needed to ensure interoperability among UAS. The future lies in jointly-developed systems, not service-specific ones. Even if joint systems are not developed, military services should still
be encouraged to procure the systems of another service whenever possible to improve interoperability and reduce needless expenditures.53

Next, unmanned vehicles must be equipped with systems that will facilitate their operations in shared airspace, such as transponders and radios for direct communications. Not all UAS in service currently have these basic systems. While it would be ideal if all UAS could be positively controlled, this may not be feasible. Given the low altitudes at which many UAS operate, environmental and equipment factors may preclude radar control. Still, there is great benefit to be gained by UA having the ability to communicate directly with other airspace users, and transponders could help manned platforms identify friendly UA. Without these essential systems, unmanned vehicles should not be allowed to fly in close proximity to manned aircraft.

Link-16, or tactical digital information links (TADIL J), is analogous in functionality to the blue force trackers used by ground units, with all users providing and having access to reliable positioning information. Link-16 supports airspace control by helping the JFACC see where every aircraft is and where it is planning to go. In this sense, it provides a better “vertical” flow of information. Link-16 also assists the “horizontal” flow of information, allowing platforms to exchange critical targeting and threat information. In short, the system greatly simplifies airspace management by providing real-time battlespace awareness to controllers and users alike. An immediate priority must be to equip every airspace user with Link-16. If every UA were equipped with TADIL J, manned aircraft could be readily deconflicted using positive control.

Continuing to make strides in the area of UAS reliability will help ensure their operational utility in the future. According to an OSD study, reliability is “inextricably tied”
To resources spent.\textsuperscript{54} Hence, appropriate funding is necessary to make appreciable gains. The Air Force’s Predator program is representative of the improvements that can be made when ample resources are applied to improving reliability. Through 2002, the Air Force had lost 25 of 80 Predators built; however, by 2003, the Predator boasted a loss rate that was “below the level of some manned aircraft.”\textsuperscript{55}

Finally, the automation of sense-and-avoid has been cited as the key technical hurdle precluding UA from operating alongside manned aircraft.\textsuperscript{56} A dependable UA collision avoidance system would better permit unmanned and manned aircraft to fly in the same airspace. While an automatic sense-and-avoid collision system has been shown to be feasible by the Air Force in preliminary testing, no automatic collision avoidance systems are currently being utilized on UAS.\textsuperscript{57} Adequate resources should be directed to accelerating research in this area, leveraging the FAA’s Traffic Alert/Collision Avoidance System (TCAS) currently installed in commercial aircraft.

\textit{CONCLUSION}

The capabilities of UAS are vital to the JFC today, and UAS will undoubtedly continue to excel in the proverbial “dull, dirty, and dangerous” missions in the future. UAS operations are no longer considered extraordinary; they have become routine. While not making the headlines, MQ-1 Predators are being used to monitor insurgent activities and to attack targets in Iraq and Afghanistan with certain regularity.\textsuperscript{58} With the DOD planning to invest over $11 billion on UAS by 2010, greater numbers of UAS will be fielded by all military services in the near term.\textsuperscript{59} These systems will continue to play a significant role in the GWOT, taking part in actions spanning the entire range of military operations. Still, only by operating in conjunction with manned aircraft will the full potential of these systems be
realized. The right “mix of manned and unmanned platforms [will] ensure cost-effective delivery of air power right across the spectrum of conflict.” Harmonious operations between unmanned and manned aircraft will allow the JFC to better capitalize on respective strengths while simultaneously mitigating weaknesses. Effective integration will maximize combat effectiveness without inhibiting airspace users.

The road to UAS integration is not an easy one to navigate. A concerted effort must be made to move forward with UAS integration in the battlespace. Only through concurrent changes in doctrine, organization, training, and materiel will successful integration be possible. The ultimate goal is a fleet of unmanned vehicles that are fully capable of operating in conjunction with manned aircraft without added risk. Quite simply, if a new course is not taken, both manned and unmanned operations will become more restrained in the future. Continuing to insert greater numbers of UAS into the airspace structure without due regard for interoperability with manned aircraft is a recipe for failure. Yes, collisions may become more frequent; but even worse, the JFC may not have responsive air assets to answer the call when they are needed the most.
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